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Abstract

Spatial patterns of crime (burglary, robbery, and theft) and their

relationship to demographic variables were analyzed for Omaha,

Nebraska using Geographic Information Science (GIScience). Spatial

analysis tools in ESRI‟s ArcGIS were used to examine crime data for

Omaha for the years 2008-2009. Getis-Ord clusters are calculated

using the Gi statistic and their associated Z-scores are mapped to

show crime hot spots. Socio-demographic and other neighborhood

variables at the block group-level were used to further investigate the

spatial relationships and correlations associated with various criminal

activities. This GIScience approach provided a basis for comparing

crime in Omaha with the criminal justice theories of social

disorganization and routine activity.

Results

After accounting for income, racial disparity no longer correlates with

crime rates (Graph 5). The trend line for the income adjusted crime

rates is completely flat, showing crime rates are independent of the

racial composition of the blockgroups. However, after adjusting for

income, the „family effect„ while slightly diminished remains largely intact

(Graph 6). Figure 3 runs the same Getis-Ord Hotspot analysis seen in

Figure 2, but using the derived socioeconomically adjusted crime rates.

This spatial analysis displays that much of the disparity in crime rates

across the city have been lessened. There remains „hot‟ areas of crime,

notably in the southern region, as well as other commercial areas, as

such areas will obviously correlate predictably to the selected

socioeconomic factors.

Discussion

The results show the overwhelming effects of industrial and commercial

areas on socioeconomically adjusted crime rates. Taking into account

factors that would respond to those zone types, or by otherwise

removing those areas from consideration would highlight residential

outliers that are currently being overshadowed. Finding these potential

outliers would help law enforcement officials better understand local

crime patterns. Future analysis could breakdown crime incidents by type

as well as their zoned types.
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Figure 1 is a map of 

the crime incidents 

normalized by a 

population of 1000. 

Figure 2 is a Getis-

Ord Hotspot analysis 

which highlights 

clustering of similar 

crime rates.

Methods

Crime incidents for 2008 and 2009 with corresponding street addresses were acquired for the city of 

Omaha.  Using ArcGIS, these addresses were used to geocode the crime incidents to an Omaha 

roads layer, resulting in a crime point layer. Applying the “spatial join” function captured the total crime 

incidents located in each census blockgroup. Blockgroup crime rates were then statistically analyzed 

for correlations with various socioeconomic factors such as median household income, annual 

turnover rate, racial demographics, etc. Crime rates, ci, were then adjusted by these correlations, f(x), 

according to                    resulting in effective crime rates, ci
‟, of blockgroups having effectively 

equivalent median socioeconomic values,    . Since Omaha city boundaries do not perfectly align 

along census blockgroups, some blockgroups along the city limits were excluded from the analysis. 

The Hotspot analysis was performed using polygon contiguity, which limits the calculations to 

neighboring blockgroups. 
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Figure 3 is a Getis-

Ord Hotspot analysis 

with the adjusted 

crime rates


